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Abstract—We propose a model-based channel access mech-
anism for cognitive radio-enabled secondary network, which
opportunistically uses the channel of an unslotted primary
network when the channel is sensed idle. We have considered
IEEE 802.11 WLAN as a de facto primary network operating in
ISM band. Our study focuses on a single WLAN channel that is
used by WLAN clients and a WLAN server for a mix of Email,
FTP, and HTTP-based web browsing applications. We model
the occupancy of the channel by primary WLAN nodes as an
alternating renewal process. The secondary node uses the model
to estimate residual idle time duration after the channel is sensed
idle, and opportunistically transmits frames in that duration.
Our simulation results show that the performance of secondary
network is sensitive to the channel sensing duration and that
high secondary throughput can be achieved without affecting
the primary network significantly by choosing appropriate value
of channel sensing duration.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Opportunistic Spectrum Access (OSA) has emerged as a
promising approach to efficiently utilize the electromagnetic
spectrum. In this approach, the secondary users use those parts
of the spectrum band that are not currently utilized in spaceor
time by any primary user. In this paper, we propose a model-
based approach for opportunistic access of unslotted primary
network channel by secondary network nodes. Each secondary
node collects the statistical data about the channel occupancy
by primary nodes. It then fits an appropriate distribution to
the statistical data to construct a channel occupancy model
and proceeds with the algorithms presented in this paper to
opportunistically use the channel. We refer toprimary network
as the network which carry the main traffic in a designated
spectrum band. For our work, we have considered a 802.11-
based WLAN as ade facto primary network operating in ISM
band. WLAN devices constitute the primary devices in this
band, whereas other networks, such as Bluetooth and sensor
networks, which operate in these bands, can be treated as sec-
ondary networks (see [1]). The secondary network considered
in this paper is an unslotted network. We have constructed and
applied the model for a single WLAN primary channel, but
the approach can be used for multichannel primary networks
as well. As a part of our future work, we will implement the
algorithm for other multiple channel primary networks such
as WiMAX, GSM or TV network.

II. N OTATIONS

In this section, we introduce the main notations used in
rest of the paper.

I, B, C: Random variables denoting channel idle period,
busy period and cycle time respectively. (C = I + B)

ξ(t): Ending time of the last (previous) renewal cycle at
sensing timet.

phI , phB : Number of phases in Hyperexponential distribu-
tion (HED) for idle time random variableI and busy
time random variableB respectively.

λi, αi: Rate parameter and probability value respectively of
the ith phase (exponential) of the HED for random
variableI. (i = 1 . . . phI , and

∑phI

i=1
αi = 1)

µi, βi: Rate parameter and probability value respectively of
the ith phase (exponential) of the HED for random
variableB. (i = 1 . . . phB , and

∑phB

i=1
βi = 1)

HED(phI , λi, αi): Denotes Hyperexponential distribution
(for random variableI) with parameters(phI , λi, αi),
wherei = 1 . . . phI .

HED(phB , µi, βi): Denotes Hyperexponential distribution
(for random variableB) with parameters(phB , µi, βi),
wherei = 1 . . . phB.

Tobs: Denotes the duration for which secondary nodes pas-
sively sense the channel to gather occupancy statistics
(idle and busy time durations) of the channel by primary
nodes.

S(t): A boolean variable that denotes the outcome of sensing
the channel at time instantt by a secondary node.S(t)
can either take valueBUSY or IDLE.

TRI(t): A random variable that denotes residual idle time for
the channel at sensing instantt.

ThRI : A predefined threshold for residual idle time; sec-
ondary node uses the channel opportunistically only if the
estimated residual idle time is more than this threshold.
(ThRI = (one secondary frame transmission time +
cushion time)≈ 300 microseconds).

TERI(t): Effective residual idle time on the
channel. This is computed as:TERI(t) =
min{(TRI(t))sender, (TRI(t))rcv}, where(TRI(t))sender

is the residual channel idle time estimated by the sender
at time t and (TRI(t))rcv is the residual channel idle
time at time instantt as estimated by the receiver using



Fig. 1: Residual idle time at sensing instantt

TABLE I: Statistics of Channel Idle Time Samples and Fitted
Distributions

Mean Variance CoV

Collected Data Sample 2.04179 132.95675 31.89235

EXPO 2.04179 4.16892 1.00000

HED-2 2.03965 181.08033 43.52708

HED-4 2.03965 128.22349 30.82165

HED-5 2.03965 121.13900 29.11872

HED-10 2.03965 123.06167 29.58088

channel occupancy model.
SRTS: Secondary RTS frame
SCTS: Secondary CTS frame
CONF : Confirmation frame

III. PRIMARY NETWORK CHANNEL OCCUPANCY MODEL

We treat a channel as a 2-state system. We consider a chan-
nel to be idle (or available) (from SU’s perspective) when it
is not used by any primary user, and busy (or occupied) (from
SU’s perspective) when it is used by any primary user. Channel
occupancy model is constructed by secondary user. In order
to construct the channel occupancy model, each secondary
node passively gathers the primary user’s channel occupancy
statistics (idle and busy durations) forTobs duration. Channel
occupancy is modeled as an alternating renewal process (see
[2]) in which a cycle, consisting of idle duration followed by
busy duration, repeats (renews) in time. Renewal of a cycle is
said to occur when the channel becomes idle (i.e. the primary
user stops transmitting on the channel). A related concept of
interest to our work isresidual idle time. Consider Figure 1 in
which TI (solid segment) andTB (dashed segment) denotes
the idle time and busy time respectively within a cycle.t

denotes the instant at which the secondary node senses the
channel.TR(t) denote the residual time of the complete cycle
at instantt. If the channel is idle at instantt, then TRI(t)
represents theresidual idle time as observed at timet.

After gathering the primary network channel occupancy data
during Tobs duration, each secondary node fits an appropriate
distribution to idle and busy period data samples. Table I shows
the mean, variance and coefficient of variation of idle time data
samples, as well as exponential (EXPO) and Hyperexponential
distributions (HED-n) fitted to these samples (n denotes the
number of phases in the fitted HED). Statistics for busy
time samples are not presented here due to space limitation,
but interested readers can refer to [3] for details. Since the
coefficient of variation of idle time samples is significantly

Fig. 2: Residual idle time computation

greater than 1, Hyperexponential distribution is a better fit for
channel idle time. On the other hand, the variability (CoV) of
busy time samples is less than one (refer to [3]), so both HED
and exponential distributions can provide a satisfactory fit for
these samples. We have fitted 5-phase HEDs for both idle and
busy time data samples in our simulations using Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm proposed in [4]. Please refer to
[3] for the parameter values of HED-5 distributions fitted to
idle and busy time data.

IV. M ODEL BASED CHANNEL ACCESSPROTOCOL

In this section, we describe our proposed model-based
channel access protocol.

A. Residual Idle Time Computation Based on the Fitted Model

Let us assume that during the channel observation period
(Tobs), a secondary node obtains the following idle and busy
time data values:X1, Y1, . . . Xn, Yn, where Xi represents
the ith idle time data value andYi represents theith busy
time data value for the channel (see Figure 2). Then theith

observed cycle time can be computed as :ci = Xi + Yi.
If we use ξ(t) to denote, in general, the ending time of
the last renewal cycle prior to timet, then we can write
ξ(Tobs) =

∑n
j=1

(Xj +Yj) =
∑n

j=1
cj . Note thatcn is the last

renewal cycle prior toTobs. If the first channel sensing by the
secondary node occurs at timet1 (wheret1 > Tobs) and the
channel is sensed idle, then the residual time att1 is computed
as follows: Starting from the last renewal cycle prior to the
previous observation/sensing time, (in this case, cyclecn prior
to Tobs), secondary node alternately generates idle and busy
time random variable values using their respective distributions
(I ∼ HED(phI , λi, αi) and B ∼ HED(phB , µi, βi)), till
it generatesmth idle time random variable value (Im), such
that the current sensing timet1 falls within the mth idle
time (as shown in Figure 2). If we denote theith generated
cycle byCi (i.e. Ci = Ii + Bi), thenCm−1 is the last cycle
prior to the current sensing timet1, and ξ(t1) (the ending
time of the last cycle (Cm−1) prior to t1) is calculated as:
ξ(t1) = ξ(Tobs) +

∑m−1

j=1
(Ij + Bj) = ξ(Tobs) +

∑m−1

j=1
Cj .

From Figure 2, we see that the residual idle time att1 can
be obtained as:TRI(t1) = (ξ(t1) + Im) − t1. Extending the
same explanation further, if the next sensing occurs at time
t2 and the channel is sensed idle, then the residual idle time
at t2 is computed as:TRI(t2) = (ξ(t2) + Iq) − t2, where
ξ(t2) = ξ(t1) +

∑q−1

j=m(Ij + Bj) = ξ(t1) +
∑q−1

j=m Cj , and
Iq is theqth idle time random variable value generated using
modeled distributions such that the current sensing timet2
falls within it (as shown in Figure 2).



Algorithm 1 Algorithm for computing residual channel idle
time at secondary node at sensing instantt

1: procedure COMPUTERESIDLETIME(t, ξ)
2: Generate idle random variable value I (I =

HED(pI , λi, αi)).
3: Generate busy random variable value B (B =

HED(pB , µi, βi)).
4: Compute the cycle time:C = I + B.
5: while (ξ + C) < t do
6: ξ = ξ + C
7: I = HED(pI , λi, αi)
8: B = HED(pB , µi, βi)
9: C = I + B

10: end while
11: while ξ + I < t do
12: I = HED(pI , λi, αi)
13: end while
14: TRI(t) = (ξ + I) − t
15: ReturnTRI(t)
16: end procedure

Algorithm 2 CG-MAC algorithm at secondary sender node

1: procedure CG-MAC(t)
2: ComputeS(t).
3: if S(t) == IDLE then
4: TRI(t) = ComputeIdleResTime(t, ξ)
5: if TRI(t) > ThRI then
6: ConstructSRTS(TRI(t)) frame.
7: SendSRTS(TRI(t)) frame to the receiver.
8: else
9: Perform random backoff before sensing the channel

again.
10: end if
11: else if S(t) == BUSY then
12: Perform random backoff before sensing the channel

again.
13: end if
14: On receiving SCTS(TERI(t)) frame from the receiver,

broadcastCONF (TERI(t)) frame.
15: Compute number of frames (say, M) that can be transmitted

in TERI(t) duration.
16: Compute number of frames to transmit (say, X): X = min(M,

number of frames available in transmission queue)
17: Transmit X frames back-to-back.
18: end procedure

Algorithm for computing residual idle time by a secondary
node at sensing instantt and using the fitted channel idle and
busy time models is given in Algorithm 1.

B. The Protocol

We assume that each secondary node has constructed chan-
nel occupancy model, as described in Section III. Whenever a
secondary sender node has one or more frames to transmit at
time instantt, its model-based channel access protocol senses
the channel (line 2 of Algorithm 2), and if the channel is
sensed idle, it estimates the residual idle time (TRI(t)) for the
channel using the channel occupancy model (line 4). If the
estimated residual idle time is more than a predefined threshold
ThRI (line 5), it sends a SRTS frame (containing the estimated
residual channel idle time) to the intended secondary receiver
node (lines 6-7); otherwise it performs random backoff.

The receiver, on receiving the SRTS frame, senses the

Algorithm 3 CG-MAC algorithm at secondary receiver node
(for Single Channel)

1: procedure CG-MAC(t)
2: ReceiveSRTS(TRI(t)) frame from the sender.
3: ComputeS(t).
4: if S(t) == IDLE then
5: TRI(t) = ComputeIdleResTime(t, ξ)
6: if TRI(t) > ThRI then
7: TERI(t) = min{(TRI(t))sender, (TRI(t))}
8: ConstructSCTS(TERI(t)) frame.
9: SendSCTS(TERI(t)) frame to the Sender.

10: else
11: Do nothing. ⊲ Sender will retransmit
12: end if
13: else if S(t)) == BUSY then
14: Do nothing. ⊲ Sender will retransmit
15: end if
16: Tune to the data channel and receive the frames sent back-

to-back by the secondary sender node.
17: end procedure

channel (line 3 of Algorithm 3), and if the channel is sensed
idle (line 4), sends the estimated effective residual idle time
back to the sender in an SCTS frame (lines 7-9). On receiving
the SCTS frame, the secondary sender node broadcasts a
CONF frame with the received Effective Residual Idle Time
value (line 14 of Algorithm 2), and transmits the minimum of
the number of the frames available in its transmission queue
and the maximum number of frames that can be transmitted
in the Effective Residual Idle Time duration (lines 15-17 of
Algorithm 2). SRTS, SCTS and CONF frames are transmitted
on a control channel.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we discuss our simulation experiments and
the results.

A. Simulation Model

We consider a 802.11 WLAN with a single data channel as a
primary network. The channel is used by two primary WLAN
client nodes (WLAN-Client-1 and WLAN-Client-2), and a
primary WLAN server node (WLAN-Server). The WLAN-
Client-1 node runs parallel sessions of FTP and Email applica-
tions. WLAN-Client-2 node runs a web browsing application.
The WLAN-Server acts as a server for all the three types of
applications. In addition to the primary WLAN, we consider
one pair of secondary devices (a secondary sender node and a
corresponding secondary receiver node) that opportunistically
uses the channel. All the five nodes are within the transmission
range of each other.

We use OPNET simulator [5] to simulate the model. We
have usedHigh load Email, High load FTP, andHeavy brows-
ing HTTP application configurations provided by the simulator
to run on the WLAN nodes. The send and receive interarrival
times for emails are exponentially distributed with mean 360
seconds, whereas the email size is 2000 bytes (constant).
Time between two file transfer requests is also exponentially
distributed with mean 360 seconds, and the file size is 50000
bytes (constant). The percentage of file “get” commands to the
total FTP commands is 50 %. For HTTP application, the time



TABLE II: Main Simulation Parameters

Parameters Value

Number of WLAN nodes 3

Number of secondary nodes (SN) 2

Simulation duration (Hours) 8

Tobs: Channel occupancy data First

collection duration (by SN) 5 Hrs

WLAN channel number used in

simulation 1

Channel data rate 11 Mbps

Channel bandwidth 22 MHz

Secondary node frame size (Bytes) 256

Clear Channel Assessment duration

for SN 1.825 ms

Idle channel observation duration for SN

(COD) Varied

between page requests is exponentially distributed with mean
60 seconds. Each page has 5 medium image objects and 1
constant object of 1000 bytes. The simulation runs for 8 hours.
For the first 5 hours (Tobs duration), a sensor module within
each secondary node passively senses the channel to gather
occupancy statistics. This observed data consist of alternating
sequence of channel idle and busy durations (due to WLAN
applications transmissions). The secondary nodes construct
primary network’s channel occupancy model based on the ob-
served occupancy data. During the model construction phase,
the secondary node subsumes very small idle periods into the
busy periods as these very small idle periods are too small to
be useful for opportunistic transmissions by secondary nodes.
In our simulations, the idle time values which are less than
75 microseconds are subsumed into busy time values. This
threshold value is approximatlely equal to the transmission
time of a very small WLAN frame, which is dominated mainly
by DIFS time (50 microsec) and slot time (20 microsec).

Once the model is constructed, for next remaining 3 hours,
the secondary node uses the channel model to estimate the
residual channel idle durations and use the channel oppor-
tunistically along with the primary WLAN applications. A
packet generator module within each secondary node gen-
erates Poisson traffic, with inter-frame arrival rate of 5000
frames/sec. Table II lists the main simulation parameters.We
must emphasize that we have used a fixed observation window
(of 5 hours) to construct the model in order to focus our
investigation on performance of the model-based approach.
In actual deployment of the algorithm, the model should be
appropriately revised based on the data collected using new,
possibly sliding, observation windows, as the traffic on the
channel will change with time.

With the above simulation model, three different scenarios
are simulated. The scenarios are explained below.

1) Scn-1 (Only PNWLAN ): In this scenario, the secondary
nodes are disabled and they do not transmit any traffic
during the complete simulation. Only primary WLAN
nodes running E-mail, FTP, and web browsing appli-
cations are operational. This scenario is the base case

which provides us the performance of primary network
in absence of any secondary network. Performance of
primary network in this scenario can be compared with its
performance in the other two scenarios (Scn-2 and Scn-
3) to assess the impact of opportunistic usage of WLAN
channel by a secondary network.

2) Scn-2 (PNWLAN + SNWLAN ): In this scenario, the
secondary nodes uses WLAN protocol (i.e. secondary
nodes are essentially WLAN nodes only) and do not
construct any channel occupancy model. Instead, sec-
ondary sender node uses conventional WLAN protocol to
exchange frames. In order to compare this scenario with
other scenarios, the secondary network remain dormant
for first 5 hours of simulation and becomes operational
during last 3 hours of the simulation. This scenario enable
us to compare the performance of secondary network
when it shares the same network as a peer to the primary
network.

3) Scn-3 (PNWLAN + SNMOD): In this scenario, the
secondary nodes observe the channel for first 5 hours,
and construct the channel occupancy model based on
the gathered occupancy data. The secondary nodes fit
5-phase Hyperexponential distributions to the busy and
idle periods, and construct Alternating Renewal Process-
based channel occupancy model. Whenever the secondary
sender node has one or more frames to transmit, and it
senses the channel idle, it continues to sense the channel
for a predefinedchannel observation duration. If the
channel remains idle even for this additional duration,
the node uses the channel occupancy model to predict
the residual idle time on the channel (as described in
Section IV-A) and transmits as many frames as possible
in the predicted residual idle time.

An important parameter in the proposed model-based ap-
proach (Scn-3) ischannel observation duration (COD). We
assume that the idle periods that are greater than or equal
to 1.0 seconds corresponds to durations when no application
session is active. In between these large idle periods, there
exist a sequence (called ablock), of small idle and busy time
values appearing alternatingly (which possibly corresponds
to idle and busy times due to frame transmissions during
active application sessions). The observed data file consist
of several suchblocks. The COD parameter should be set to
such a value that enables the secondary node to exploit large
idle times (when no application session is active) and avoid
using small idle times that occur during frame transmissions
of active application sessions, without decreasing secondary
network throughput as much as possible. We study the impact
of this parameter on the performance of secondary network.
We set the value of COD parameter to four different values:
0, value-1, value-2 andvalue-3. value-1 is obtained by taking
the average of all the small idle time values (< 1.0 seconds)
that appear in the observed data file;value-2 is obtained by
computing the average of small idle times (< 1.0 seconds) in
eachblock and taking the maximum of average values across
all the blocks;value-3 is equal to the largest of the small



idle time values (< 1.0) that appear in the observed data file.
Setting COD = 0 implies that once the secondary node senses
the channel idle, it does not additionally senses the channel any
longer. The performance of model-based approach for these
four COD parameter values is given in the Result subsection.

B. Performance Metrics

We use the following performance metrics to assess the
performance of model-based scenario (Scn-3) and compare it
with the other two scenarios (Scn-1 and Scn-2).

1) Average throughput of secondary network (frames/sec):
This metric represents the average throughput of sec-
ondary network, which is achieved as a result of oppor-
tunistic transmission by secondary nodes. It is calculated
only for scenariosScn-2, andScn-3. The metric compu-
tation is based on last 3 hours of simulation time during
which the secondary network opportunistically uses the
channel. In the first scenario (Scn-1), the secondary
nodes are not operational throughout the simulation, and
therefore, the secondary network throughput is zero.

2) Average download response time for the e-mail applica-
tion running on WLAN-Client-1 and WLAN-Server nodes

3) Average download response time for FTP application
running on WLAN-Client-1 and WLAN-Server nodes

4) Average page response time of HTTP-based web brows-
ing application running on WLAN-Client-2 and WLAN-
Server nodes

The last three metrics show the impact of opportunistic trans-
missions by secondary nodes on the performance of primary
WLAN applications.

C. Results

Main goal of the work reported in this paper is to study
the throughput gains achieved by secondary network nodes by
opportunistically transmitting on the primary WLAN channel,
and to investigate the cost associated with such transmissions
(in terms of user perceived impact on performance of the
primary WLAN applications). Figure 3 shows the impact
on primary HTTP application when model based approach
is used inScn-3 with different values of COD parameters
(indicated within parenthesis). Similar impact is observed on
primary Email and FTP applications also; for details please
refer to [3]. Figure 4 shows the secondary network throughput
obtained for these COD values inScn-3. We note from these
two figures that for COD values 0 andvalue-1, the achieved
secondary network throughput is relatively high (Figure 4)but
their impact on primary applications performance is extremely
adverse (Figure 3). With COD parameter set tovalue-2 and
value-3, the impact on primary applications is minimal, but
the achieved secondary network throughput is less than thatof
value 0 andvalue-1 case. However, the decrease in secondary
throughput (with respect to COD value 0 orvalue-1) for the
case with COD ofvalue-2 is much smaller compared to that
of value-3. Hence COD= value-2 is a favorable COD value
in terms of striking a balance between impact on primary
network and drop in throughput of secondary network. In

rest of our simulations forScn-3, we use COD= value-2.
Figure 5 shows the secondary network throughput obtained in
Scn-2 and Scn-3 (for secondary Poisson traffic rate of5000
frames/sec). In Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8, we show the
impact on primary applications performance in scenariosScn-
1, Scn-2 andScn-3 (with COD = value-2), when the secondary
Poisson traffic rate (inScn-2 and Scn-3) is 5000 frames/sec.
These graphs show the time-averaged response time of primary
applications. We note from these figures that response time
of applications increase marginally when secondary nodes use
model-based channel access (Scn-3) during last 3 hours of sim-
ulation time, as compared to the case when secondary nodes
use WLAN protocol (Scn-2). On the other hand, the secondary
network throughput obtained inScn-3 is significantly larger
(approximately 5 times) than secondary network throughput
obtained inScn-2 (Figure 5). The marginal increase in impact
on primary applications performance inScn-3 is too small
to have noticeable effect on the application performance as
perceived by the primary end user. This marginal increase is
not very unexpected as the model-based scheme in Scn-3 uses
stochastic channel model and is likely to make some impact
on primary network performance because of its model-based
probabilistic estimations. For primary networks, some amount
of impact on the performance can be tolerated, especially when
significant secondary network throughput (and consequently,
higher channel utilization) can be achieved using model-based
scheme. Please refer to [3] for results of lower Poisson traffic
rates of secondary nodes, which do not have significant impact
on primary.

VI. RELATED WORK

A proactive spectrum access approach is proposed in [6]
where secondary nodes take input from spectrum sensing
modules, and build a three-tier predictive statistical models of
spectrum availability on each channel. In [7], the authors have
used renewal theory on past channel observations to estimate
the probability that a channel will be idle in the next time slot.
In [8], alternating renewal theory is used to analyse how often
to sense the availability of licensed channel and in which order
to sense those channels. In [9], authors address the issue of
opportunistic spectrum access when multiple heterogeneous
primary users are active simultaneously. Authors in [10]
study the impact of various design options, such as sensing,
packet length distribution and back-off time, on opportunistic
spectrum access in cognitive radio networks. In [11], authors
design strategies that decide, based only on knowledge of
the channel bandwidths and data rates, which channels to
probe in a multichannel wireless network for opportunistic
transmission.

Coexistence of cognitive radio based devices and WLAN
nodes has recently been studied in [12] using CTMC channel
model and constrained MDP formulation. Opportunistic trans-
mission (by slotted secondary network) in unslotted primary
networks has also been recently studied in [13] and [14].

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The results presented in this paper indicate that the model-
based approach to medium access has potential to deliver good



Fig. 3: HTTP Page Response Time (on
Y-axis) in Scn-3 for Different COD val-
ues (Secondary Node (SN) Poisson Traffic
Rate = 5000 Frames/sec; X-axis: Simula-
tion time in hours)

Fig. 4: Secondary Network Throughput
(Frames/Sec) in Scn-3 for Different COD
values (SN Poisson Traffic Rate = 5000
Frames/sec). For interpretation ofvalue-1,
value-2 andvalue-2, see Subsection V-A.

Fig. 5: Secondary Network Throughput
(in Frames/Sec) for Scn-2 and Scn-3 Sec-
ondary Node (SN) Poisson Traffic Rate =
5000 Frames/sec)

Fig. 6: Email Download Response Time
(on Y-axis) in all Scenarios (SN Poisson
Traffic Rate = 5000 Frames/sec; X-axis:
Simulation time in hours)

Fig. 7: FTP Download Response Time (on
Y-axis) in all Scenarios (Secondary Node
Poisson Traffic Rate = 5000 Frames/sec;
X-axis: Simulation time in hours)

Fig. 8: HTTP Page Response Time (on
Y-axis) in all Scenarios (Secondary Node
Poisson Traffic Rate = 5000 Frames/sec;
X-axis: Simulation time in hours)

secondary network throughput without significantly affecting
the performance of primary WLAN network. High secondary
throughput can be achieved without affecting the primary
network significantly by choosing appropriate value of channel
sensing duration. The secondary network performance is better
if the model is reasonably accurate.

In our future work, we plan to (i) investigate mechanism
to guarantee upper bound on the impact on primary’s per-
formance, (ii) make the model online and adaptive based on
changing channel occupancy statistics, (iii) extend and check
the proposed algorithms for multiple pairs of secondary nodes,
and (iv) develop a multi-channel opportunistic MAC protocol
based on the channel access mechanism proposed in this paper.
Additionally, we plan to study the impact of data outliers on
model accuracy.
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